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We established prospects and partners in Africa's research and investigative 
journalism industry that specialize in reporting challenges worth solving and 
challenges being solved using available means across various locations. Most of 
these challenges can benefit from the use of existing blockchain solutions. The 
solutions deployed would easily address existing issues and cater to African 
customer databases. They have an existing team, business model, and problem 
definition and can launch with a little grant and tech support in no time. 

Major Deliverables:

 10 scalable startups per quarter.

 They will be selected based on viability and feasibility

 Additional selection criteria will be the potential number of users.

 At least 100k wallet downloads and active usage upon launch.

 Major news/media house announcement

Requirements:

 Grants for each startup

 Investor relations to enable further scaling

 Workshop, ideation, and incubation funding for the team.

 Funding requirements are to be decided on a case-by-case basis.

Blockchain4Good 
Africa Initiative: 



We have established a couple of university partners in East and Western 
Africa and expanding the umbrella. These Universities are interested in scaling 
the academic deliverables using hackathons in the Web3 industry for their IT-
oriented and non-tech students. These hackathons lead to new startup creation 
funded through grants and series rounds creating revenues and a solution to 
unemployment among others.


In some countries, we have endeavored to collaborate and partner with the 
government on these initiatives as well. It is expected that the initiative will 
further enhance the digital transformation agenda and empower the youth. 

Major Deliverables:

 Corporate and government exposure and partnerships

 Over 30 startups to be delivered per hackathon finales selected based on:

 Feasibility, viability, and local content

 Potential benefits to the used blockchain platform.

 Strength of the team and future strategies.

 Collectively delivering half a million active wallet downloads upon launch.

Requirements:

 Grants for each startup

 Tech Support from a dedicated Developer from the core team or 
community.

 Developer’s training materials.

 Investor relations to enable further scaling

 Workshop, ideation, and incubation funding for the team to be discussed 
on a case-by-case.

African University 
Hackathon Series:



While working with our university partners, we have designed a couple of 
curriculums that can be used in educating subsequent academic sessions 
through a train-the-trainer initiative. We will train the selected personnel on the 
campuses to further provide the training to students with little incentives. 
Oftentimes by design, these Bootcamp sequels to the hackathon programs 
providing grounds for startup initiatives.

Major Deliverables:

 Tailored syllabus and curriculum for the University academic calendar.

 Online materials which include recorded sessions, and training materials 
among others.

 Over a thousand certified blockchain professionals at the end of the 
segment. 

 Prolonged university partnership backed by a signed and publicly 
announced agreement.

 Startup ideation process.

 Article publication and report writing. Etc. 

Requirements:

 Funding is to be discussed on Case-by-case bases.

 Tech Support from a dedicated Developer from the core team or 
community.

 Developer’s training materials.

University Blockchain 
Curriculum/Bootcamps: 



This initiative was originally launched for the Government to provide 
solution-focused training enabling them to understand how the technology can 
be deployed across various sectors. Through government partnerships among 
others, we have access to the corporate directories in some countries and 
solution-focused training can be delivered with a focus on transitioning 
corporate Web2 solutions into Web3. A second focus is also on introducing new 
models that can be established and deployed as a blockchain-based solution to 
help each company scale.

Major Deliverables:

 Tailored decks and workshop training materials for the sector with use 
cases.

 Well-researched sector-focused proposal for proposed on-chain solutions.

 Testnet-based DApps for training purposes.

 Online materials which include recorded sessions, and training materials 
among others.

 Over a thousand certified blockchain professionals at the end of the 
segment. 

Requirements:

 Grants (10k-25k) to develop functional custom apps for each sector which 
will be:

 Hosted as a white-label solution for interested companies and startups

 Used as a testing app for training and workshop purposes.

 Funding for training, feeding, venue, and others. (To be discussed on a 
case by case bases)

African Corporates 
Solution-focused training:



We also organize pan-African events across Africa with a focus on 
regulators, bankers, government, and students which can be small scales such 
as meetups and large scales such as workshops and conferences. We believe 
this is very important in boosting community and existing ecosystems. These 
meetups are day-at-a-time events to engage experts, newbies, developers, and 
corporate interests.

Major Deliverables:

 Personalized meetups and/or workshops

 Report and article publication

 Community invitations for all attendees

 Meetup members to prospective client conversion.

 Branding (Banners, Flyers, Etc.) and online presence.

Requirements:

 Funding is to be discussed on a case-by-case basis which will cover the 
following. See the Fee structure for basic meetup and workshop fees. 
Larger event will depend on the conditions.

 Dedicated article (Professional graphics designs and writer)

 Meetup organization: Venue, feeding, audio-visuals, etc,

 Photo and video archives

 Social media mention

 Token giveaways and branding (banners etc.)

 Others.

Event organization for community 
and ecosystem building.



Mandatory General membership fee of 650 USD/month (Payable monthly, 
quarterly, or yearly)


Covers:

 Meetup general branding

 Professional service fee.

 Online branding and recognition

 One short monthly article published in local media (Writing, Graphics, and 
Publication.)

 Additional article writing and publication costs 400 USD each.

Meetups and workshops (hybrid):

Basic exclusive meetup with a gathering of 50 and above

 Fee: 1500 USD which covers

 Dedicated article (Professional graphics designs & writer)

 Meetup organization, projector, venue, and refreshments.

 Photo and video archives

 Social media mentions

 Token giveaways and branding (banners etc.)

Collaborative meetups with a gathering of 100 and above

 Fee: 1000 USD which covers:

 Dedicated article (Professional graphics designs & writer)

 Meetup organization joint funding

 Photo and video archives

 Social media mention

 Token giveaways and branding (banners etc.)

Fees Structure 

(Will be reviewed every quarter)



Industry-focused exclusive workshops (Accounting, Supply chain, Banking,


 etc.)

 Fee: 1650 USD which covers:

 Dedicated article/report publication (Professional graphics designs & 
writer)

 Industry invitation, venue, and event organization with refreshments.

 Photo and video archives

 Social media mention

 Branded pen and books.

Developers-focused exclusive workshop

 Fee: 1800 USD which covers:

 Dedicated report publication (Professional graphics designs & writer)

 Developers onboarding and basic training.

 Venue, organization, and 25-50 developer attendees

 Photo and video archives

 Social media mention

 Giveaway.

 300 USD Developer trainer’s support.

Dedicated Africa Country-based community management services

 Fee: 1000 USD Monthly per country which covers:

 Dedicated community managers/moderators (outsourced service)

 Monthly bounties for community engagement

 Coordinating and hosting events, meetups among others

 AMA sessions

 Crypto and price talks

 Monthly reporting and publication.



University Bootcamps Programs

 Fee: Case-by-case bases to cover

 Team logistics, accommodation, and feeding

 Trainers’ remuneration.

 Personalized Syllabus and curriculum documentation

 Examination and certification support

 Advertisement and Televised interview sessions and presence.

 Article publication and report writing among others.

University Hackathon program

 Fee: Case-by-case bases to cover:

 Team and judges’ logistics, accommodation and feeding

 Personalized Syllabus and curriculum documentation

 Technical vetting team remuneration

 Article publication and report writing among others.

 Grants for startups

 Incubation program for the grantees.

 Technical support.
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